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Chair Report
Hello Everyone and welcome to our latest
Newsletter. This edition’s main theme is
finance. There are articles and information on
where to access schemes like Personal
Independence Payments, bus passes, cinema
cards and lots more. I’m sure you will find it all
very informative and helpful.
By the time you read this, the relaxation of COVID restrictions
have been delayed by a month. We have had to get used to the
uncertainty and the plans being changed, due to new variants
appearing. Lisa and the staff have all been busy planning for the
future; hopefully at our new planned opening after the 19th July
we will be able to welcome our volunteers back and open up our
activities again at Millbrooke House and in the community.
Dress for Less is open and Debbie and her team have created a
safe environment in which to shop. As always, there is such a
varied and attractive display of clothing and accessories and the
staff are always ready to help and advise. Do call in and I’m sure
you will be amazed by the amount of choice and bargains to be
found.

My thanks, as always to Lisa and her team. They are always so
supportive and always looking to plan new and interesting ways
of providing enjoyable activities for our members and
opportunities for socialising. The staff are also very experienced
in suggesting and supporting you in finding just the right piece of
equipment to make daily life that much easier.

Sue

Sue Bungey
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CEO Update
I am very sad to announce that due to the
continued COVID restrictions, until at least the
19th July, we will not be able to open for
activities on the 1st July as planned.
We have made a new plan, however, to hold
our first Coffee and Chat on Wednesday 21st
July and our first Mix and Mingle on Thursday 22nd July.
Hopefully we can then reinstate all activities from those dates
onwards. The only activity we are yet to have confirmed to us is
the swimming as we are awaiting news from the swimming pool..
As covered in our enclosed letter the RNID have given notice to
end Sensory Island contract and therefore the Council are
issuing a questionnaire out to anyone living with Sight or Hearing
loss. I cannot stress enough the importance of completing this
questionnaire as your answers will show the Isle of Wight
Council where things are and where things aren’t working.
I am delighted to say our campaign in changing the colours used
on packaging of Tesco “heat and serve range” has worked and
packaging has been withdrawn.
We are also delighted to say we have had our Hello Everyone
QR codes accepted in every Hampshire Police station now to
guide people in to the building to a member of staff. Further we
have finally also been taken seriously by the IW Council in
adding these codes to their buildings and all their written letters,
watch this space! Please stay alert stay safe!

Lisa

Lisa Hollyhead
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Sight for Wight What’s on
Planned start date - 21st July
Subject to any further announcements, we hope to open our
doors on Wednesday 21st July to members with the following
program of events:
Wednesday Coffee and Chat

We will be holding a Coffee and Chat each week at Millbrooke
House from 10am till 11.30am. All are welcome to join us for a
cup of tea or coffee and cake. The cost is £1.00 and the group is
open to all, not just members.
On the first Wednesday of
each month we are joined by
the Macular Society for their
monthly meet up.
On the second Wednesday of
each month we are inviting
people to bring along a friend/
relative/neighbour to enjoy
coffee and cake with us.

On the third Wednesday of each month we will be joined by
Laura Gooljar, the local ECLO from St Mary’s (starting in
August).
On the fourth Wednesday of each month we will have a Trustee/
member of staff on hand to answer questions about the Charity.
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Sight for Wight What’s on
Low Vision Drop-In
Every Wednesday we will have a drop-in session which allows
you to view and try low vision equipment we have at Sight for
Wight without the need for an appointment. If this time is not
suitable for you then you are welcome to call us to make an
appointment to view our equipment. Please note if you wish to
trial a specific digital magnifier or “seeing headset” these items
are not held in stock here but we can arrange meetings with the
relevant suppliers.
Thursday Mix and Mingle Social Group
We meet every week at Millbrooke House from 10.30am till
2.00pm. Members can engage with other visually impaired
people. We have planned themes each week; e.g. beach day,
pub quizzes, Bingo, carnival day, music day and much more.
Members bring along their own packed lunch to enjoy together.
The group welcomes volunteers who come in to read from
various books. The weekly cost to join the group is £3.00;
transport can be arranged for an extra £2.50.
Monthly Book Group
Sight for Wight hold a book group on
the second Wednesday of each month.
The group runs from 2pm for about an
hour. We discuss the last month’s book
and then hand out the audible book for
the next month. Books are available on
USB stick or CD. There is no charge to
join the book group.
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Sight for Wight What’s on
Striders
Striders meet on the last Friday of every month. They walk on
different routes around the Island for between five and seven
miles and finish off with lunch at a local pub or restaurant.
This group is open to all visually impaired people who like longer
walks in the countryside and of course there are always sighted
guides on hand and the routes are always checked for suitability
in advance.
The cost to walk with the group is £3.00
and when we do not leave from
Newport, transport can be provided at a
cost of £2.50.

Westridge Golf
The Golfers meet once a month on a Sunday morning at
Westridge Golf Club, Ryde. The group go onto the driving
ranges and out onto the course. Members are instructed by our
own professional instructor. The golf sessions last around an
hour and are followed by refreshments and a chat in the café.
Lunch Club
Lunch Club meet on the second Tuesday
of the month at various locations around
the Island and enjoy a nice meal with
good company. The group is open to all
visually impaired people who like to lunch
out. Members pay for their own meals.
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Sight for Wight What’s on
Transport
We try to make transport available for all of our groups but it is
always subject to finding volunteer drivers! We do ask for a
donation of £2.50 per person to cover the petrol and upkeep.
PLEASE JOIN US!
If you are interested in joining any of the activities, please
contact Susan on 01983 522205 or on volunteers@iwsb.org.uk

•
•
•
•
•

UPCOMING DATES FOR MEMBERS ACTIVITIES
July 21st First Wednesday Coffee and Chat
July 22nd First Thursday Mix and Mingle
July 30th Striders meeting at Millbrooke House @ 9.30am
August 10th Lunch Club at Millbrooke House – Fish & Chips
August 11th Book Group to be held at Millbrooke House
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY…

Volunteers’ Catch Up on Monday 19th July 10.30am-12.30pm
Members’ Day - We are holding a members’ day on Saturday
11th September and we would really love to see as many
members as possible there. We have invited nine other
companies to come too, including companies supplying digital
magnifiers, screen readers, wearable technology, text to speech
and accommodation providers with charities such as the RNIB
and the Macular Society also invited.
Entertainment and BBQ provided, of course we will all be there
to talk about what we are doing and how we can assist you.

Susan - Susan Earley
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A Poem by Peter Woodnutt
Peter, one of our members, enjoys writing poems. He has very
kindly sent us one to share with you.
BEYOND SIGHT - Peter Woodnutt ©
I know you wouldn't know it but I'm registered visually impaired.
For though I may never go blind, life tomorrow makes me
scared.

Never to see again as I once did, central vision becomes blurred.
For I'll lose my usual cool when trying to read
that printed word!
Haven't bought a white stick yet, that can show
the world I exist.
For sight deteriorates over time, I know the
condition will persist!
Have no thoughts of pity for me to forgive my
reason for telling.
For it helped maintain my sanity, as it may stop
my silent yelling!
For we all take sight for granted, eyes have twenty-twenty vision.
But a frightened heart and mind, has created doubt or indecision!

My soul heard this plaintive cry, can I live with this visual blight?
Enlightenment dawns within, for it granted the gift of inner sight!
I exist upon so many levels now, my spirit has learnt to unwrap;
It touches the very essence of life, with my senses aware, to
adapt!
March 2016 - Revised May 2021 All rights reserved
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Sheila is our “Angell”!
Member, Sheila Angell, 88 took part in the 'Captain
Tom 100 challenge' by touching her toes 100 times
every day in May!
All the money she raised came directly to us here
at Sight for Wight.

Last year, Captain Tom Moore set out round his
garden to thank our NHS heroes. One hundred
laps later, he’d raised an incredible £38.9 million for
the NHS Covid-19 appeal. His simple message of
hope – “Tomorrow will be a good day” – inspired
millions around the world and brought comfort and
joy to so many during the pandemic.
Inspired by Captain Tom, Sheila took on this
challenge of touching her toes 100 times each day
during May and raised an incredible £1,077.29!
The only problem is she enjoyed it so much she
has carried on!
Everyone at Sight for Wight
would like to thank Sheila for
her support and dedication.
Pictured Lisa Hollyhead,
Sheila Angell, daughter
Yvonne Durrant and close
family friend Linda Firby.
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Spotlight On: Allison Buckham
I am in my early sixties, widowed and
live with a wonderful supportive
partner. I was diagnosed at 46 with a
rare genetic disorder which destroys
the retina; I am now, in my early 60s,
struggling with a rare cancer and am
registered as Severely Sight
Impaired.
The Moorfields Specialist asked me
to think back as I had always had this
accelerating condition; this explained
my inability to see the planets in the
sky as a child and see columns of
figures as the digits disappeared in front of me.
I am most fortunate to have a guide dog who gives me the
confidence to walk miles alone and the encouragement of
Michael and dear friends to find alternative ways so that the
person I was can plough on and remain a member of society.
Sight loss is a bereavement and, until it happens to one, the
problems it contributes to daily life, one’s prestige are
unimaginable. I was an animal and child portrait artist, therefore
very creative as well as being a book worm with an eidetic
memory, keen sailor and enormously independent. I had little
alternative than to find new methods, systems and become more
organised, tidy (not an easy one), keep calm, also hard when I
was such a fast worker wanting and achieving so much each
day.
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Spotlight on: Allison Buckham
Life becomes slower which is frustrating. However, I now paint,
bake, write recipes, sew, make soft furnishings, play Bridge with
understanding friends, handwrite letters (checked by Michael for
legibility), arrange my cupboards, read using an ORCAM, garden
with a riding hat for protection and much more. All done to a
different standard compared with my former perfection; however,
much appreciated by family and friends.
A simple thing I find is to remember to speak directly to the
recipient and keep ‘focused’ on them. I attempt to appear as
normal as before and do not want attention brought to my
disability. Let your partner know that you no longer can visually
perceive their mood or state of play and therefore when you ask
during silent periods if they are happy or in the room, ask them
not to be irritated and educate them not to inadvertently set traps
by leaving things in precarious positions, on the edge of tables
and drawers and doors ajar. Try to sit in the rear car seat if the
indistinct passing of traffic and buildings is upsetting, looking to
the side can be more relaxing; I used to shout out “stop” as I
thought we were in a head-on situation,
most alarming for the driver. Being tired or
unwell makes life harder as I am so
dependent upon my memory so I still have
to learn to count to ten and not become too
irritated by what will never become easier.
In consequence, I do have accidents and
breakages. Keep pretending all is well on
the outside and you will not only convince
others, but yourself too.

Allison
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Tips Directly from Members
‘It’s hard for me to know where the on

button is on my computer so I tried
bumpons. It’s like a sticker but feels like
a raised dot. I stuck one on the on button
on the computer. So now that helps me
with switching the computer on.”
Robert from Ventnor

“I kept overfilling my cup when making
my cup of tea until I bought a liquid level
indicator. It is a device you put on the
edge of your cup and it beeps when the
cup is filling up. It even beeps more
when the cup is full right up to the top of
the cup. It’s very helpful for me.”
Megan from Newport
“I found it hard to know what tins I had in
my kitchen cupboard. Then I found a
talking tin lid. You can press a button
and record with your own voice what the
tin contains. Then later, when I want to
find the tin, I press the button and it
plays the recording I made telling me
what it is!”
Steven from Shanklin
If you have any tips for other members, please do
not hesitate to let us know so we can include them.
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RNIB Braille Sharing Library
One of our members who receives
Braille books from the RNIB has
informed us that the RNIB no longer
want the book returned and have
suggested we have a sharing library
here at Millbrooke House – What a
Great Idea !!
If you receive Braille books from
the RNIB and would like to donate
to our sharing library, please call
the office on 522205. Because they
no longer come in the grey folder,
please help the staff by telling us
the author and title of the book.
We have been donated a bookcase to store them here at
Millbrooke for members to come and choose from.

100 Club Winners

Winners this time are:
volunteer Pauline and
members Allan, Alex and
Anna. Each has received our
monthly prize!
If you would like to join the
Sight for Wight 100 Club you
get a number for just £2 a
month and you are helping to
support us too!
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Education Update
The Education Programme has begun!
After several false starts due to COVID
restrictions, I have finally begun to deliver the
Education program which teaches
primary aged children on how to look
after their eyes and about living with
sight loss.
I have already visited Godshill, Chillerton & Rookley Primary
Schools and delivered the program to all the years’ groups.
Through activities the children enjoyed learning about:
•
Their senses - they used vision goggles and blindfolds and
tried to work out different smells, objects and sounds.
•
The eye - they learned about the different parts of the eye
and built a 3D model matching the parts of the eye to a
diagram.
•
Braille - they learned about the history of Braille and, using
the alphabet sheet provided, practised reading braille.
•
Equipment - they tested several helpful daily aids people
use and using a Pen Friend to listen to the sounds, they had
to identify places across the Isle of Wight.
A very BIG thank you to Paul, Den, Lorna, Rachel and Liberty
for helping me and providing such valuable feedback. More
schools have already booked sessions and I look forward to
teaching more children about how to look after their
eyes and give them a real insight into living with sight
loss and how they can help those who do.

Jasmine

Jasmine Edwards
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Volunteer & Befriending
Following on from the Government’s delay in
reopening, we have once again been busy
cancelling, rearranging and organising our planned
events for both members and volunteers. Hopefully,
we will have the green light on the 19th of July so
we can finally return to activities.

We welcome new volunteers to the Charity, which is great news
and fantastic to see new faces and new ideas within Millbrooke
House. We are also very excited to see existing volunteers
taking on new roles within the Charity to enable us to move
positively forward with planned activities and events.
The Befriending Volunteers who have been able to make such a
difference to our members during lockdown are still making their
weekly calls and have fed back such wonderful comments and
how inspired they are by calling people.
Volunteer Vacancies
Although activities have not resumed yet, we
are always looking for volunteers who can
drive the minibus, be a one-on-one sighted
guide, walk with our striders, drive individual
members using their own car and attend
sporting activities such as golf, sailing and
swimming. If you know anyone who may be
interested please ask them to contact Susan. And finally,
thank you to all the volunteers for your continuing support,
time and commitment.

Susan and Elaine
Susan Earley and Elaine Bricknell
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Dress for Less
It has been FAB at Dress for Less !!!
Let me explain. We wanted to try a new way to
sell our clothing, rather than doing an ordinary
sale rail. Our idea was FAB week. Fill A Bag with
clothing and pay just £5.
I am very happy to report that this
has been a great success. The feedback has been
very positive and we have welcomed lots of new
customers!
When we heard that proms were back, we put out
a plea on our Facebook page and our members
did not disappoint. After the difficult time we have
all had, it has been wonderful to be able to help so
many beautiful young ladies with their prom
dresses. Thank you to everyone who helped.
I have had the happy task of
welcoming two new members to
our team. Firstly our apprentice,
Amy (left) who will be working at
the shop learning all about the
retail trade. Secondly our new
Saturday assistant manager and
volunteer Hilary (right); I am
looking forward to working with
you both and I hope you enjoy
your time in the shop.
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Dress for Less
Unfortunately we do have to say farewell to Angela, a long
serving and loyal volunteer at Dress for Less. Angela is leaving
the Island to be closer to her family. We will miss her very much,
particularly her flare for window dressing. We wish her all the
best in her new adventure. Enjoy the summer and please do
pop in and see us!

Debbie - Debbie Durbridge
Art Workshop
The Community Learning Centre is offering
an Art for Partially Sighted people workshop.
One of our members has attended one of the
courses held by the CLC and recommends them
to other partially sighted members.
You will use acrylic paint and charcoal pencils and learn about
different techniques and how they might be used and develop
your own artistic awareness. You will need some eyesight to be
able to follow a bold line on a white sheet of paper and also able
to see vague bright colours.
You will need an A3 pad of cartridge/watercolour paper and a
12ins x 15ins canvas. Additionally, something to protect your
clothes and plastic gloves if you do not want to get paint on your
hands. The course will be run by tutor Davina Smith on Friday
16th July at Community Learning Centre, Westridge, Ryde, PO33
1QS. Fee £30 / concession fee (means tested benefits) £10.
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Money Matters
Living with sight loss can mean that you have all sorts of extra
expenses; some are obvious but many are not. We have
compiled this information of benefits that are available and real
life examples of how this has worked for people.
Please note you will not automatically receive anything, you
must apply for everything we have listed.
PIP, DLA and Attendance Allowance
If you are under retirement age you can
apply for PIP - the Personal Independence
Payment; this replaces the DLA Disability
Living Allowance for the over 16’s. Over
retirement age you can apply for Attendance Allowance AA.
PIP- Application is by telephone - 0800 917 2222 - You will then
be sent a PIP2 form to compete asking ‘How your disability
affects you’. When completing the form we strongly advise you
use the RNIB toolkit to answer the questions as clearly and
completely as possible. The form is long and needs thought so
please seek advice; we know of siblings with the same level of
sight loss who have received different levels of benefits because
of the wording used in completing the forms.

The resultant benefit is not means tested; i.e. your other level of
income is not taken into account. It comes in two individually
assessed payment types, the mobility component and the
daily living component. Both are paid at either the standard or
the enhanced rate. You could be awarded one without the other
and both at two different rates.
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Money Matters
AA - Attendance Allowance may be claimed once you have
reached retirement age. Again it is not means tested and is paid
at the lower and higher rate. You can begin the process to apply
by calling 0345 605 6055. They can help you complete the form
but, again, we strongly encourage you to use the RNIB factsheet
before completing it.
Carer’s Allowance - if you care for someone who is receiving
PIP or AA you may be able to claim Carer’s Allowance in
addition.
APPEALS - If you have received a decision on either PIP or
attendance allowance and are not satisfied (like our siblings with
life-long condition assessed differently) you can appeal through
the RNIB help line and they will guide you
through the appeal at no cost to you.

DLA - If you are still receiving DLA (Disability
Living Allowance, you should receive your PIP
application form automatically; you need not do anything until
you are invited to apply for the new benefit.
ESA Employment and Support Allowance
This benefit is for people of working age who are not working and
have “limited capability for work” because of a disability or illness.
It is made up of two elements, one of which is means-tested and
another which is not.
Element 1 - contributory or new style ESA - you must have paid
sufficient National Insurance to receive this. Element 2 - income
related ESA - now transferred to Universal Credit - this is means
tested. This benefit is too complicated to summarise in a few
sentences; if you feel you could apply for this, please contact us.
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Money Matters
ACCESS TO WORK (ATW) is a scheme run by
Jobcentre Plus that provides advice, equipment
and practical support to disabled people to enable
them to work alongside their colleagues, despite
their disabilities.
You will need to be employed, self employed or
about to start work but there are no minimum hours. You will
receive an assessment to see what help you can receive on:

• Your surroundings; e.g. blinds, extra lights, ergonomically
designed chairs as your posture, for example, may be
affected by how closely you look at the screen.

• Equipment as magnification software, larger screens or
screen reading software.

• Training - specialist training for the person with sight loss, or
for other members of staff working with them.

• Systems - ways to make work-related systems accessible.
• Travel to work, taxi costs if you cannot, for example, use
public transport because your work commitments can’t be
met by a public transport timetable.

If you think you can qualify for Access to
Work, please contact the RNIB who can
help begin the process for you.
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Money Matters
FREE EYE SIGHT TESTS
For members with some residual sight, it is
very important to continue to have regular
eye tests as age related eye conditions can
effect everyone. If you are:
• registered severely sight impaired (blind)
or sight impaired (partially sighted).

• or over 60.
• or diagnosed with diabetes or glaucoma.
• or 40+ and a close relative of someone
with glaucoma, or been advised by an
ophthalmologist that you are at risk of it.
Then you are entitled to free eye examinations as often as your
optician deems them necessary, You can also get help towards
the cost of glasses if you receive a means tested benefit.
FREE PRESCRIPTIONS
Whilst being visually impaired is not an automatic right to receive
free prescriptions, there is an exemption “if you have a continuing
physical disability that prevents you from going out without help
from another person and have a valid medical exemption
certificate”. To gain a valid medical certificate consult your GP.
THE BLIND PERSONAL ADDITIONAL TAX ALLOWANCE
If you are Severely Sight Impaired (blind) you are entitled to an
additional £2,520 a year tax free allowance and can transfer it to
you partner if you do not have enough income to cover it.
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Money Matters
If you are registered as Severely Sight Impaired (blind) you
could be entitled to the following by application:
• Disabled Person Railcard.

• Disabled person Blue Parking Badge.
• Disabled Person Bus Pass (if under
pension age) which can be used on Island
Line.

• Companion Card to allow free travel for a companion on
•

•
•
•
•

Island buses.
An Access Card - This is an identity card which quickly and
discreetly tells others of your access
needs. It is accepted as proof of
disability in an increasing number of
venues which, for example, entitle you to
a free carer ticket.
Cinema Card giving a free carer ticket.
Free carer tickets at theatres including the Mayflower
Free carer entry to National Trust Properties.
50% reduction on your TV License.

Council Tax Reduction - If you have had to make adjustments
to your home due to you vision impairment, this can mean you
are entitled to a 25% reduction on your council tax. For example
you have a specially adapted bathroom/bedroom or an extra
room just for your needs.
RADAR Key—you are entitled to a free RADAR key (we have a
supply) to give you free access to over 9,000 toilets.
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Money Matters
Road Tolls and Charges - Certain national schemes offer
exemption from charges if you have a blue badge; for example,
the M6 toll, the Dartford Crossing and the London zoning.
There is a huge amount of information contained in this article;
please do not hesitate to contact us on 522205 for further help or
the RNIB helpline on 0303 123 9999 for detailed benefits advise.

Lisa - Lisa Hollyhead
2022 SIGHT FOR WIGHT HOLIDAY
Two Night Spring Break - Warner in Yarmouth
The price will include return transport in the minibus, 2 nights
accommodation with breakfasts and a 3 course dinner & evening
entertainment, use of leisure facilities, Sight for Wight guides and
Warner holiday insurance. We do
not have a price yet as we need an
idea of numbers first.
Closing date for expressions of
interest: Friday 30th July 2021.
Email volunteers@iwsb.org.uk or call Susan on 01983 522205.

Please note: All activities are subject to demand and availability
of volunteers for supporting as sighted escort guides. Personal
care is not included in the role of a sighted guide. If personal care
is required then you will need to arrange to bring a carer with
you. If any activity is oversubscribed, applications will be drawn
from a hat. A deposit of £10 will be required, with the balance by
31st December 2021.
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SIGHT FOR WIGHT DAYS OUT
SHANKLIN THEATRE
DADS ARMY
The nation’s only tribute to the long running hit comedy television
series DAD’S ARMY is at Shanklin Theatre on Sunday 14th
November at 2.30pm.
Sight for Wight has reserved seats for a fun packed
afternoon !!

The show is ideal for all audiences, regardless of whether you
are familiar with the iconic TV show or not; this light hearted,
laugh along, sing-along comedy show is a sure fire hit.
Tickets are £20 each; please call us on 522205 by 30th July.
Please note Shanklin theatre have confirmed there are no free
carer tickets for this show.
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DAYS OUT—RVYC
This very popular event in 2019 is still going ahead on Saturday
10th July and we have four spaces left for members to attend.
The day is held at the Royal Victoria Yacht Club in Fishbourne
and it is a day set aside to give people living with a disability a
chance to get out on the water and try out sailing.
We can provide sighted guides for the whole event and transport
in individuals volunteers’ cars to
and from the event.
Please call the office to book one
of the last four spaces.

Stamps and Coins
We are always very grateful for any used postage stamps and
old coins; we have collection baskets at Millbrooke House or if
you are unable to come to us, please call us on 522205 so we
can arrange collection.
In the last year we have raised over
£600 so please let friends,
neighbours and relatives know to
start saving their used postage
stamps and old coins.

HOWARD

ALISON
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PETRENA & MICHAEL

Alexa & Phone Service Update
Our Alexa Skill is certainly up and running
and we are so pleased that it means we
have halved the number of USB sticks we
are sending out to members on a weekly
basis as people now listen to the Talking
News on an Alexa device.
Remember we do have devices here, with internet included,
which we offer on long-term loan. We will set it all up for you and
take the time to explain to you how to use it and the whole range
of other things you can use her for. Or you can always call on
any phone for the same service 01983 475547 if Alexa is not for
you.

Equipment for Sale
We have quite a full range of second hand equipment here at
Sight for Wight, including large button telephones. We can also
purchase any VI equipment from Amazon, COBOLT or the RNIB
on your behalf, taking the stress out of ordering and delivery,
such as liquid level indicators, bumpons, watches, talking clocks
and colour detectors; just a few examples.

Audio Library
Did you know we operate a CD collection
of books from Millbrooke House. We
have over 2,000 titles to choose from.
We will send the books in return
envelopes to your door and there is no
cost to joining or using the service.
Please call to register.
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Terry’s Twenty Teasers 3
WHO AM I?
1 Everyone seems to think I once said, “Let them eat
cake” - who am I?
2 I wandered about the Lake District writing poems about
daffodils - who am I?
3 I’m a deaf actor who performed on TV and radio with Hattie
Jacques - who am I?
4 I said, “to be or not to be, that is the question” - who am I?
5 I tried to buy Greenland a couple of years back - who am I?
THE ISLE OF WIGHT
6 Who is Terry Perkins?
7 The Glanville Fritillary can only be found on the Island—what
is it?
8 What does P-L-U-T-O mean?
9 Which Island town is officially the sunniest in Britain?
10 What was “nammet” originally?
SUMMER (in theory!)
11 Which day is the Summer Solstice (the longest day)?
12 The Eiffel Tower grows taller in the Summer - true or false?
13 Who is the month of July named after?
14 Are there more thunderstorms in England in the Summer or
the Winter?
15 Can it snow in the Summer in Britain?
ODDS AND ENDS
16 What is this: 28 D in F?
17 What four-word phrase does this dingbat represent : bitten
shy shy?
18 What does USB stand for?
19 Who played Ivanhoe in the 1950s TV series?
20 What is the answer to this sum : half of 3, times 6, minus 8,
add 100? And what’s it got to do with dogs?
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Terry’s Teasers Answers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Princess Marie Antoinette of France (but she didn’t say it!)
William Wordsworth
Eric Sykes
Hamlet, Prince of Denmark (according to Shakespeare)
Donald Trump
The singer, Craig Douglas
A butterfly
Pipe Line Under the Ocean
Shanklin
Bread and cheese with beer
21st June
True, heat causes metal to expand it grows about six inches.
Julius Caesar
Summer
Yes, in June 1955, June 1962 & July 1975 it did just that!
Twenty eight days in February
Once bitten, twice shy
Universal Serial Bus
Roger Moore
101 Dalmatians

SIGHT FOR WIGHT (01983) 522205 enquiries@iwsb.org.uk
Millbrooke House, 137 Carisbrooke Road, Newport,
Isle of Wight PO30 1DD
Website: www.sightforwight.org.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/sight4wight/
YouTube: Sight for Wight
DRESS FOR LESS (01983) 523197 retail@iwsb.org.uk
114 St James Street, Newport, IOW PO30 5HB
Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/543851172417123/
Instagram: www.instagram.com/dressforless_iow
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